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Unwavering Dedication
TO QUALITY THERMOFORMING

can confidently rely on. This approach requires fostering continuous dialog and working alongside all

Announcing the
Retirement of
Jim O’Dierno

of our customers and collaborating to develop packaging that meets or exceeds their expectations.

Prent Corporation wishes to

Strengthening Our Global Positioning
One of our goals is to develop high-performance quality thermoformed packaging that our customers

Prent’s global growth is not only fueled by industry trends but also customer needs and increased
quality expectations. Regardless of geographic location, we have positioned ourselves to provide
maximum quality focus and place great emphasis on nurturing relationships with all of our customers,

inform friends and customers
that Jim O’Dierno, Executive
Vice President of Sales, has
retired from the company.

in all regions.

Jim has served for over 30 years
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in various roles and has been an
integral

contributor

to

the

With growing business in the European market, we have added resources to our Prent Denmark

success of Prent Corporation. It

location. This includes expanding our sales to support a growing customer base and enhancing our

is truly an end of an era, and we

quality management team to drive continued focus on customer satisfaction and improved

remain grateful and honored to

performance in all aspects of our business.

have had Jim as a member of

"To best serve our global customers, additions to our workforce allow us to further strengthen our

our Executive team. Jim will

design and development initiatives," said Dave Henry, Vice President of Quality. "Prent recognizes the

continue

importance of integrating quality discipline in everything we do and accept nothing short of meeting

member of Prent Corporation’s

our customers’ expectations.”

Board of Directors.

We put a strong emphasis on producing consistent, high-quality products. With expansion in the

We wish him all the best in his

medical market and increased validation requirements, rigorous processes and reliability are critical.

retirement!

to

be

an

active
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As part of our commitment to quality, we will continue to deploy the
necessary resources to support continuous improvement, and aim
to exceed both internal and external quality requirements.
In addition to product protection, Prent’s medical packaging and

[

“Prent recognizes the importance of

integrating quality discipline in everything
we do and accept nothing short of

meeting our customers’ expectations.”
DAVE HENRY, VICE PRESIDENT OF QUALITY

trays act as part of the sterile barrier of a final part or product. With

[
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every customer having individual product specifications and
validation requirements, our data management and production
processes demand comprehensive, risk-based filters to ensure
effectiveness.

Integrated Quality Discipline
Prent Denmark is a full-service thermoforming center boasting
Class 8 clean rooms and on-site design and tool build support.
Like all of Prent’s thermoforming centers, Prent Denmark is also
equipped with matched equipment to achieve 100% traceability
and repeatability.
The quality team in Denmark shares a wealth of in-depth industry
knowledge and expertise and leverages the power of a global
network of medical packaging professionals to optimize and deliver
a platform of services that cannot be matched. We recognize the
knowledge we gain from each other helps us create new and better

Micro-VU CMM-Vision System

● One
● Has

●

Has touch probe and

camera capabilities that
allow it to measure

accurately in all axis.
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Eliminates human error

and considerably cuts

down on measurement

a max error of .00013”

in the Z axis.

and best practice sharing across all of our sites is critical. Our
every phase of our process is matched, aligned, and validated.

●

time.

in X and Y axis and .00065”

solutions. With eight global manufacturing locations, collaborating
customers and OEMs can partner with confidence knowing that

micro-vu in every

clean room.

●

Easy to learn and use.

Denmark Enhances
Management Team to
Support Growth
Congratulations to Philip Madsen of Prent Denmark on his

recent promotion to Sales Manager. Philip joined Prent

Denmark in December 2014 and has played a very important
role in growing business in Europe. In addition to managing

a team of three, he will soon be expanding his team to include
an additional sales representative.

“We work with some of the best customers in the industry. I

enjoy learning as much about our customers as possible to

understand their goals and help create solutions. We have
opportunities to grow and need to continue to focus on new

business opportunities as we strive to become the medical

thermoforming market leader in Europe”, said Philip.

In his personal time, Philip enjoys sailing both competitively

Investments Made To
Workforce In Puerto Rico
The Puerto Rico location is celebrating over ten years in business and
is currently the largest thermoform supplier on the island. With the

completion of the recent campus expansion, which doubles the facility

footprint, Prent makes way for continued growth in the medical market.
“Prent will continue to play a leading role in helping drive economic

well-being in the Yauco community. We are making investments in

our workforce and the facility to support our global growth strategy,”

said Mark Rothlisberger, Vice President of Manufacturing – Americas.
Prent has added manufacturing jobs and key leadership positions in

Puerto Rico to strengthen and support the business operations. For

instance, the addition of Wilfredo Mercado, Plant Manager, who

recently joined the company, and brings a strong background in

medical and plastics manufacturing. Wilfredo will be responsible for
managing and strengthening operations and distribution at Prent
Puerto Rico. Welcome to Prent, Wilfredo!

and recreationally. He also enjoys hunting and preparing

meals for family and friends. Philip and his wife recently
welcomed their first child, a baby girl, at the end of April.

Prent welcomes Marianne Jorgensen, Quality Manager, to the

management team in Denmark. Marianne brings a wealth of
quality experience to Prent, with specific focus on the medical

device and pharmaceutical industry. Marianne will lead the

Denmark quality team in support of Prent’s global quality

initiatives.

“Prent is a special company, and acts as a truly global

organization. I appreciate having a daily dialog with

colleagues from around the globe and sharing ideas and

solutions with each other. I’m looking forward to working with

a team consisting of strong quality competencies – especially
in validation, statistics, documentation, and inspection,

choir, volunteering and mentoring, family time, and traveling

whenever possible. Welcome to the Prent family!

From left: Marianela Mendoza, Iulia Constantinescu, Chong
Hai Fang, Christina Sjelhøj, Marianne S. Jørgensen

TRADESHOWS

On a personal note, Marianne enjoys singing in a large gospel

We take pride in our production excellence and
thermoforming to Lean Six Sigma standards—on
identical thermoformers—in Class 8 clean room
environments.

INTERNATIONAL

respectively”, said Marianne.

MD&M East
June 13 - 15, 2017
New York, NY

Medtec Europe
April 17 - 19, 2018
Messe Stuttgart, Germany

MD&M Minneapolis
Nov 8 - 9, 2017
Minneapolis, MN

Medtec Japan
April 18 - 20, 2018
Tokyo, Japan

MD&M West
February 6 - 8, 2018
Anaheim, CA

Pack Expo
Oct 14 - 17, 2018
Chicago, IL

HealthPack
March 6 - 8, 2018
Kansas City, MO
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GLOBAL NEWS
Prent Malaysia Celebrates Employees •
Prent Malaysia celebrated their
employees during an event
which included a team building
session in the morning followed
by a sport-themed dinner party in
the evening. The teambuilding
session consisted of a variety of
activities including a t-shirt
design competition. The winning
design was displayed on t-shirts
that were worn by all
From left: BJ Nielsen, Dhan Bahadur
Darlami, Sazali bin Mokhtar, James Lai participants.
During the dinner party, James Lai, Prent Malaysia General Manager,
announced the 2016 Employees of the Year. Recognition was given to Sazali
bin Mokhtar, Security Guard, and Dhan Bahadur Darlami, Production
Technician, for good performance and dedication throughout the year. The
day was fun and memorable!

Prent Costa Rica Employees
Align with Community
Support •

PRENT SERVICE AWARDS
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Senator McCain with employees
Arizona Senator John McCain and his wife, Cindy McCain, visited Prent
Corporation in Flagstaff, Arizona. While touring the facility, Senator McCain
expressed how impressed he was with the facility and our manufacturing
process. After the tour, Senator McCain greeted employees, participated in
a roundtable discussion, and participated in a Q&A session with employees.
Thank you to the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce for recommending the
Senator visit Prent!

Retirements

Several Prent employees, their family,
and friends came together to help
victims of Hurricane Otto which made
landfall in Costa Rica this past winter.
Prent employees and local community
members partnered to lead a
donation campaign. The community
responsiveness and generosity was From left: Odir Montoya with
local community members
overwhelming. Within a few days, a full
truckload of donations was hand-delivered to those in need. Thank you
to Prent Costa Rica for taking an active role in supporting your local
community!
FIVE YEARS •
Thomas Simmons ................Janesville
Robert Finnane ....................Janesville
Rosemary Nelson ................Janesville
Paul Dykstra.........................Janesville
Kelly Hergert ........................Janesville
Melissa McMillan..................Janesville
Kimberly Vandenburg...........Janesville
Garrett McCabe ...................Janesville
Christopher Steinmetz .........Janesville
Chad Dieter..........................Janesville
Korie Cantwell ......................Janesville
Cynthia Long........................Janesville
Elijah Smith ............................Flagstaff
Susan Estudillo ......................Flagstaff
Haiyong Zhang ...........................China
Ronglei Lv ..................................China
Hui Zhang...................................China
Li Zhang .....................................China
Aidong Lv ...................................China
Qin Zhang...................................China
Zhongzheng Wu .........................China
Kyo Li..........................................China
Alice Yao .....................................China
Apple Wang ................................China
Liu Zhang ...................................China
Dahong Xu .................................China
Ada Huang .................................China
Shaoming Wang .........................China
Lei Zhang ...................................China
Tao Yang .....................................China
Mei Zhang ..................................China
Xiuhong Zhan .............................China
Guiqin Tong ................................China

Arizona Senator Visits Prent Arizona •

Shengfang Cao ..........................China
Ronghui Pan...............................China
Yanli Dong ..................................China
Donghua Zhou............................China
Simon Lu ....................................China
Yuyu Si .......................................China
Mingxia Sun................................China
Sanzang Qiao.............................China
Yonghai Qiu ................................China
Yuanyuan Li................................China
Xueping He.................................China
Fangfang Deng...........................China
Dingjuan Li .................................China
Yuexian Jia .................................China
Weimei Jin..................................China
Yan Jia........................................China
Jacky Zhao .................................China
Bin Yang......................................China
Meiyun Yang ...............................China
Mark Chen..................................China
Hongxia Xiao ..............................China
Wesley Zhou ..............................China
Hao Pan .....................................China
Yirong Zhang..............................China
Yongqiang Chen .........................China
Bruce Hu ....................................China
Minghao Xin ...............................China
Albert Zhang...............................China
Huan Liu .....................................China
Peter Tang ..................................China
Yuki Gong ...................................China
Lei Yang ......................................China
Xiaoxia Liu..................................China
Kexian Huang .............................China
Shoujun Wu ................................China

Berta Schultz • 9/12/90 – 1/31/17: Plans for retirement: Spending
time with grandkids, going on trips with husband including one to
Hawaii celebrating 35th wedding anniversary. “I can honestly say I
loved my job. It was a pleasure working with you all.”
Wayne Hinds • 2/16/11 – 3/16/17: Plans for retirement: Traveling out east
to places like DC, Gettysburg, spend time with new grandson and his son
who is in the service, volunteer work (possibly humane society or the senior
center), camping and friends, and slowing down and enjoying life.
Cheryl Bown • 2/20/01 – 3/16/17: Plans for retirement: Spending more
time with family and watching her grandchildren. Also enjoying the
outdoors more.
Penny Bastian • 10/23/06 – 12/29/16: Plans for retirement: Enjoyed
many fun filled years with friends she made at Prent. She plans to keep in
touch but will miss not seeing them every day.

Longlong Shao ...........................China
Xiaoying Xu ................................China
Xueping Tian ..............................China
Buddi Bahadur Gurung..........Malaysia
Yam Bahadur Thapa ..............Malaysia
Dipak Bahadur Thapa............Malaysia
Dipak Budhathoki ..................Malaysia
Prem Bahadur Gurung ..........Malaysia
Jit Bahadur Saru....................Malaysia

TEN YEARS •
Allen Lauer...........................Janesville
Brandon Duoss ....................Janesville
Kandra Stevens....................Janesville
Linda Demontigny ................Janesville
Randall Koegel.....................Janesville
Zane Lander...........................Flagstaff
Cory Marino ...........................Flagstaff
Jilei Gao .....................................China
Seven Zhang ..............................China
Richard Zhou..............................China
Baohua Ding...............................China
Alfred Wu....................................China
Xiaohua Yang..............................China
Soo Lily..................................Malaysia
Chee Day Ching ....................Malaysia
Sarina Binti Sagiran...............Malaysia
Jaes Bin Jelani ......................Malaysia

FIFTEEN YEARS •
Kimberly Miller .......................Janesville
Gregg Peckham.....................Janesville
Jacqueline Jass .....................Janesville
Pang Wei Moy........................Malaysia
Wong Ngiam Chee ................Malaysia

Hasri Bin Jumaat ...................Malaysia
Heng Sok Piau.......................Malaysia
Chong Hai Fang.....................Malaysia
Hang Lee Choo ....................Malaysia
Hari Prasad Chaudhary .........Malaysia
Mohan Prasad Chaudhary.....Malaysia

TWENTY YEARS •
Chai Koh Heng ......................Malaysia

TWENTY FIVE YEARS •
Donald Handrow....................Janesville
Michael Davis ........................Janesville
Carl Petrick ............................Janesville
Deborah Beers ......................Janesville
Terry Glick..............................Janesville
Jon Shoemaker .....................Janesville
FORTY YEARS •
John Burtness .......................Janesville

PRENT CORPORATION
2225 Kennedy Rd
Janesville, WI 53545
Phone: (608) 754-0276
Production Notes
Stock: GOEX CAROM® 45
PVC with Eco-OneTM

